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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida recently
completed a Special Evaluation of the Hillsborough County Community Transportation Coordinator
(CTC). The CTC is responsible for coordinating the provision of transportation service for persons
who are defined as transportation disadvantaged (TD). Hillsborough County has been the local CTC
since 1990. The evaluation was completed for the Hillsborough County Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO).
Preliminary results were presented to the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board (TDCB)
at its regular meeting on September 13, 1995. At a special meeting on October 11, 1995, the TDCB
voted to accept the report and submit it to the MPO and Board of County Commissioners (BOCC).
CUTR was asked to evaluate the following proposed strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing revised rates.
Establishing trip priorities.
Implementing a passenger co-payment.
Refining and enforcing a passenger no-show policy.

CUTR evaluated the four proposed strategies using the following evaluation criteria:
1.

Consistency with the stated goals and objectives of the MPO, TDCB, and Florida
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged.

2.

The CTC's effectiveness in the areas of controlling costs, meeting the demand for service,
and generating additional revenues for operations.

3.

The impact of these strategies on the delivery of other social services in the County.

4.

Whether the County, as the CTC, has the legal authority, technical capability, and the
financial capacity to implement these strategies.

Findings
Among the major findings and recommendations were the following:
1.

Each strategy appears to have the potential to accomplish its intended purpose; however,
their effectiveness has not been proven because they have not been fully implemented.

Center for Urban Transportation Research
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2.

The County has delayed implementation of these strategies while deciding how to implement
them, as well as dealing with other issues such as negotiating its Medicaid contract with the
Agency for Health Care Administration.

3.

During the past few years, the County has subsidized the cost of every trip provided through
the CTC. Now that the CTC has identified the fully allocated cost of providing service, it
is reasonable to implement the rate change so that funds from sponsoring agencies (and the
County-controlled funds) may be used to provide as many trips as possible, without the
County having to incur a deficit.

4.

If the County was not the CTC, it is likely the program would shrink as the access to funding
would become more difficult.

Among the other findings that surfaced during the evaluation are the following:
5.

There will be trade-offs among goals and objectives and perhaps among action items as well.
If the program is to be effective, proposed changes must be carefully implemented by staff
and their decisions need to be backed by the BOCC.

6.

The CTC lacks strong management direction and, as a result, has moved slowly to
implement policy and procedural changes. The County should hire a professional paratransit
manager who could give strong direction to the program.

7.

The County should work to increase its available transportation resources, particularly if they
can result in cost savings. Specifically, the MPO and County need to pursue an exemption
from the Hillsborough County Public Transportation Commission (PTC) for carriers
providing trips under the CTC program. If the County was able to contract with other private
for-profit and not-for-profit carriers that were not under the control of the PTC, the County
would have more flexibility and could possibly reduce program costs.

8.

The CTC should actively monitor its private carriers' trip reconciliation practices to ensure
that trip outcomes have been properly recorded for billing purposes.

Page ii
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INTRODUCTION
In August 1995, the Hillsborough County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) contracted
with the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) to conduct a special evaluation of the
Hillsborough County Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC). The Board of County
Commissioners (BOCC) is the official CTC, designated by the Florida Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged. Until recently, the transportation disadvantaged (TD) program was
based in the Hillsborough County Department of Social Services; however, during the summer of
1995, the TD program was moved into the Department of Financial Services.
The MPO is the designated official planning agency for the local CTC and provides staff assistance
to the Hillsborough County TD Coordinating Board (TDCB). The TDCB is responsible for
evaluating the CTC's performance and serves as an advisory board to the local TD program.
CUTR was asked to evaluate the following proposed strategies:
1.

Developing revised rates.

2.

Establishing trip priorities.

3.

Implementing a passenger co-payment.

4.

Refining and enforcing a passenger no-show policy.

The strategies were evaluated according to a specific set of criteria. Each of the four proposed
strategies and the evaluation criteria are summarized below. The evaluation criteria are described
in Appendix A. Specific findings are discussed in the Findings section of the main report.

Proposed Strategies
Revised Rates
During the spring of 1995, the CTC completed a rate review as part of the normal process ofrevising
the annual service plan. The proposed rates represent an increase over the existing rates with a
Center for Urban Transportation Research
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slightly revised rate structure. The previous and revised rates are included in Appendix C The
revised rates were approved by the TDCB and were submitted to the Florida Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged (Commission) with the annual service plan.
At the same time the CTC began negotiating with Medicaid and other purchase of service (POS)
agencies so that new and/or revised rates could be reflected in POS contracts for the new fiscal year,
which began October 1, 1995.

Several new contracts reflecting the revised rates have been

established.
The Commission tabled the rate request at its October 4, 1995, meeting. On October 13, 1995, the
Commission held an emergency meeting via teleconference and voted 11-2 to allow the CTC to use
its revised rates until the Commission meeting its February 1996, at which time the Commission
will review the CTC's progress toward implementing cost-saving measures. This vote was made
effective when the BOCC adopted the rates ( on October 18, 1995).

Trip Priorities
In the past the CTC accepted virtually all requests for non-sponsored trips, as long as the person was
eligible for TD transportation as defined by Chapter 427 F.S. and Rule 41-2 F.A.C. (i.e., the person
is low income, has a disability, is a senior citizen or at-risk child who cannot purchase transportation
services elsewhere). This practice of accepting all trip requests for non-sponsored trips has created
budgetary problems because revenues have not kept pace with the increase in demand, and because
the cost per trip has increased in the past two years. (The budgetary issues are described in more
detail in the section on revised rates.)
Based on CTC staff estimates, in FY 1995 (October 1, 1994 - September 30, 1995), approximately
184,800 non-sponsored trips costing more than $2.6 million were provided through the CTC. These
trips equate to approximately 700 non-sponsored trips per weekday. Based on calculations done by
the County, the program can afford to provide about 400 non-sponsored trips per day, using the
funds listed above. An additional $300,000 in revenue from the Hillsborough County Health Plan
(indigent health care plan) will make it possible to provide as many as 77 more trips per day, based
on an average blended cost per trip of $14.92. Those 77 trips will go to persons currently using the
TD transportation and funded by County dollars, who are eligible for funding from the indigent
Page 2
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health care program. Nonetheless, for FY 1996, the County still can only afford to provide about
525 non-sponsored trips per day, 175 short of the 700 per day provided in FY 1995.
Now that the County has clarified and quantified its cost per trip, the staff has recognized that the
cost of providing virtually unlimited non-sponsored trips far exceed the CTC' s available budget.
In an effort to control costs and to ensure that trips are provided to those who are most dependent
on the transportation service, the CTC staff recommended implementing a system of priorities for
non-sponsored trips. The purpose of implementing a trip priority program is to manage the demand
for non-sponsored trips by ensuring that those trips deemed most necessary are given higher priority.
County staff drafted a proposed set of trip priorities in April 1995. The approach is to put the highest
priority on providing trips that are determined by the CTC, with input from the TDCB, as most
necessary (e.g., life sustaining treatments such as dialysis and chemotherapy). These types of trips
have been designated as Priority IA, followed by other types of medical trips, which are termed
Priority IB (see Table 1). Further, passengers receiving service under Priority IB will be restricted
to traveling three or fewer days per week.
At an August 3, 1995, workshop, the BOCC approved the revised proposed trip priorities and
directed the CTC to begin accepting a maximum of 450 Priority IA trips (primarily life-sustaining
medical trips) and 50 Priority IB trips (also medical trips) per day (see Appendix C for complete
list). Also, trips other than for Priority IA are limited to no more than three days per week (staff had
recommended that the same limitation be applied for Priority IA trips). To date, the new trip
priorities have not been implemented.

Passenger Co-payment
The possibility of establishing a passenger co-payment, where the passenger pays a fare to offset part
of the cost of a trip, has been considered from time to time. The passenger co-payment was
considered by the CTC in the spring of 1995 during the annual rate review, as one means of
generating revenue to offset the deficit experienced in FY 1995. Implementing a co-payment would
also help manage demand and help offset costs the following year. The establishment of a passenger
co-payment was subsequently recommended in the Hillsborough County Transportation

Disadvantaged Five Year Plan Second Year Update. The TDCB approved the strategy, and the
Center for Urban Transportation Research
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BOCC directed the CTC to implement the passenger co-payment for programs that allow the
passenger to be charged a fare. Meanwhile, AHCA requested that a $1.00 co-payment be established
for Medicaid trips.
Table 1
Trip Priorities IA and IB

'frip Priority Ii\ . .
(45(lone~way trips per (lhyJ
(nolimiton.days)
■

Dialysis
■ Radiation
■ Chemotherapy
■ Doctors' Appointments
■ Pediatric Health Choice
■ Drug treatment (life sustaining)
■ Hospital visits (life sustaining only)
■ Women Infants and Children (WIC)
■ Mental health
■ Dentist (emergency only)
Source:
Note:

■
■

■
■
■

■

Physical therapy (medical facility only)
Pharmacy
Orthotics ( fitted for braces/prosthetics)
Medical equipment (doctor's order only)
Rehabilitation
X-rays and medical records pickup

Hillsborough County CTC.
See Appendix C for a complete list of trip priorities.

The CTC believes that the collection of a $1.00 fare would be cost-prohibitive, and the County is
evaluating the possibility of absorbing the co-payment rather than expend additional money to
collect it. The County is also negotiating the Medicaid transportation contract with AHCA. To date,
the CTC has not yet implemented the passenger co-payment, or the changes that would be necessary
to collect it.

Passenger No Shows
Passenger no-shows occur when a driver arrives on-time to pickup a passenger and the passenger
cannot be found or refuses to take the trip and has not called the CTC to cancel the reservation. A
great deal of time can be lost looking for a passenger who turns out to be a no-show. When the
Page4
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driver arrives, he or she typically looks for the passenger and may call dispatch to try to reach the
passenger by telephone. As a result, other passengers scheduled to be picked up after the no-show
passenger may be reached late. Further, because there will be a cap on the number of rides accepted
under the trip priority program, any trips wasted on passenger no-shows will translate directly into
denied trips for others.
In an effort to control costs and improve service, the TDCB has long recommended that the CTC
attempt to reduce the number of passenger no-shows. Under this strategy, the CTC will begin
suspending passengers for a period of 90 days if they have been a no-show three times during a onemonth period. In August 1995, the CTC began running computer reports of passengers who were
recorded as no-shows. The plan is to begin calling and/or writing persons with excessive no-shows
to warn them about the new policy and to try to determine what may be causing the no-shows to
occur.

Evaluation Criteria
As requested by the MPO, CUTR evaluated the four proposed strategies using the following
evaluation criteria:
1.

Consistency with the stated goals and objectives of the MPO, TDCB, and TD Commission.

2.

The CTC's effectiveness in the areas of controlling costs, meeting the demand for service,
and generating additional revenues for operations.

3.

The impact of these strategies on the delivery of other social services in the County,
particularly:
■
■
■

4.

what population subgroups will or will not receive service;
what obligation the County (and other social services) has to sponsor or subsidize
trips; and
what transportation alternatives exist if the County elected to discontinue its
involvement as the CTC.

Whether the County, as the CTC, has the legal authority, technical capability, and the
financial capacity to implement these strategies.

Center for Urban Transportation Research
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Each criterion applies more directly to some proposed actions than others. Table 2 is a matrix that
summarizes the four strategies as they compare with the evaluation criteria. These criteria are
discussed in more detail in Appendix A.
Table 2
Evaluation Matrix
Revised
· Rates
C~nsistency with Goals and Objectives
Consistency with TDCB Goals and Objectives

*

*
*

Consistency with TD Commission Goals and Objectives
Consistency with CTC Long-range Objectives

· CTC's Effectivertess•••••
.

Effectiveness at controlling costs

.

Effectiveness at generating additional revenues
.

.

.. ·.

*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

Impacton. Delivery of()tberSocfal Service$
Impacts on social services - what groups will or will not
receive service
What obligation does County/other agencies have to
sponsor/subsidize trips

*
*

Alternatives if County discontinues involvement as CTC

Legal authority to implement strategies
Technical capability to implement strategies
Financial capacity to implement strategies

*
*

strategy directly related to criterion
strategy indirectly related to criterion

*

. .

*

Effectiveness at meeting the demand for service

*
*

*
*
*
(blank)

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
strategy not related to criterion

*
*
*

The evaluation of each strategy is described in the Findings section of this report. The Conclusions
section contains specific recommendations for further action.
Page 6
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FINDINGS
This section describes the findings for each proposed action item, based on the evaluation criteria
described in the previous section and Appendix A. When evaluating the four strategies against these
criteria it is important to remember that many of the criteria are interrelated, and many of the
strategies are interrelated. Thus, the effects of each proposed action will be dependent upon the
implementation of the other actions, and the reactions of funding agencies. A discussion of
additional steps needed and recommendations for further actions are included for each proposed
action.

Revised Rates
This section evaluates the CTC's proposed change in rates relative to the evaluation criteria outlined
above.

The true effect of the revised rates depends on whether they can be implemented

contractually through purchase of service agreements with sponsoring agencies, including Medicaid.
CUTR reviewed the methods used to determine the new rates and they appear to be sound. The
proposed rates were developed based on the actual cost of providing specific types of trips during
Fiscal Year (FY) 1995. Although the rates include the cost of administration, no additional fee,
indirect rate, or profit has been included in the proposed rates. Rates have been rounded to the
nearest 10 cents for simplicity (e.g., $14.07 to $14.10). The new rates appear to reflect the actual
(fully allocated) cost of providing service.
The revised rates do represent an increase over the previous rates. The magnitude of the increase
ranges from minimal to significant, depending on the category of trip. The price of an ambulatory
trip provided by a contract carrier, for example, increased by less than 2 percent (from $13.85 to
$14.10). The price of a group trip, however, increased by 87 percent (from $2.45 to $4.60 per
person), reflecting the true cost of that category of service, which had been under-priced in the past.
Certain categories of trips, and more importantly the passengers who take those trips, will therefore
be affected more than others, as discussed below.

Center for Urban Transportation Research
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The increased rates reflect a change in policy, improved service quality, and a gradual increase in
costs, but do not necessarily reflect a recent cost increase. Over several years, the actual cost of
providing service has gradually increased due to inflation, changes in carrier rates, and the
implementation of a number of improvements. New software, computers, and vehicles have been
installed. Improved telephone access and other improvements in service quality and administration
were implemented at the request of Medicaid and the TDCB. Most of the rates remained constant
over this time, which resulted in underpriced service. The increasing cost of each trip has been
subsidized by the County. At the same time, demand has continued to increase, and the CTC has
provided service to all eligible applicants that met the current priority criteria, which has led to the
current deficit. It is appropriate for the rates to be adjusted at this time.
Because the rates are based on FY 1995 costs without adjustment, the rates do not anticipate any
increase in costs for FY 1996. The CTC, therefore, expects to continue to hold average costs at the
current level, improving efficiency to compensate for inflation.
In addition to revising the rates themselves, the CTC has proposed some adjustments in the rate
structure. The proposed structure incorporates the recommendations made by CUTR during a
review of the rate structure conducted by CUTR last spring. The revised rate structure meets the
goals of good trip pricing, as explained in the 1995 Hillsborough County TD Five Year Plan Update.
The revised rates and rate structure are a reasonable response to the increase in the actual cost per
trip due both to increased costs over time and recognition of the fact that the County had
underestimated the actual cost of providing service.

Consistency with Goals and Objectives
The proposed rate revision is consistent with the goals and objectives set for the CTC. The
Hillsborough County TD Five Year Plan charges the CTC with developing and implementing

operating and financial monitoring programs. The revised rate structure is the direct result and a
necessary element of financial monitoring. The higher rates are a trade-off with the goal of
increasing the number of participating agencies. No inconsistency is seen with the goals and
objectives outlined in the CTC's annual service plan. The rates are also generally consistent with
TD Commission goals for CTCs regarding funding and accountability.
Page 8
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CTC's Effectiveness
As discussed above, the new rates do reflect past increases in costs but also past improvements in
service quality and administration. The revised rates, now reflecting the actual cost of providing
service, will help to ensure that all costs are covered. From the County's perspective, revising the
rates will help to control costs and ensure sufficient revenue for the trips that are provided. Revised
rates will make the program more accountable in that whereas previously the County subsidized all
trips, now the County can identify and subsidize only those trips it deems to be a local priority.
Because the County has no obligation to subsidize the price of a trip, it is appropriate to establish
rates that reflect the actual cost of a trip. The County is obligated to uphold its contracts, so the
County would be obligated to subsidize a trip only if the actual costs exceed the rate established by
contract. Contracts may be amended to reflect new trip rates.

Impact on Delivery of Other Social Services
The revised rates will reduce the total number of trips that an agency may purchase with a fixed
transportation budget. The actual impact on passengers is quite complex, and is affected by the
combined priorities of a number of agencies (some of which are outside of the control of the
County). Based on CUTR's analysis, the Fiscal 1996 budget under the new rate structure will limit
the county to providing 124,929 trips from County general funds, CSBG, and TD Trust Fund
allocations. The predicted impact is shown in Table 3.

HARTiine. HARTline Paratransit Service for example, will increase its budget by 50 percent,
enough to provide 10 percent more trips for persons who are transported by the CTC under the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) complementary paratransit program. Changes in
HARTline's trips priorities, however, will displace some riders (see Trip Priorities section).

Medicaid. Because of the way Medicaid is regarded as an entitlement program, the rates should
have no effect on the provision of Medicaid transportation, although the revised rates will increase
Medicaid transportation expenses. The new rates would affect Medicaid eligible passengers only
if the Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) rejects the new rates entirely, implements
new limitations on the number of trips, or establishes a fixed transportation budget.
Center for Urban Transportation Research
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Title III. Although transportation funds allocated by Title III of the Older Americans Act will grow

by 3 percent, the allocation will purchase fewer trips. Even though these funds will now be used
exclusively for more cost-effective group trips, the allocation is expected to purchase an estimated
22,141 fewer trips. This reduction will negatively affect passengers older than 60 if they are not
picked up by other funding sources.

CSBG. The Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) budget for low-income passengers is
expected to remain fixed at $342,421. Under the increased rates, CSBG funds will purchase
approximately 12,472 fewer trips for low-income passengers.
TD Trust Fund. The TD Trust Fund will likewise provide significantly fewer trips under the rate

increase and because of a 7 percent reduction in the FY 1996 TD grant. The rate increase, in and of
itself, will have no effect on the trips sponsored by the County, because, as the CTC, the County has
been paying for the actual cost of all trips. The fact that costs have increased over several years,
however, does affect the number of trips the County can provide.
Based on this analysis, CUTR projects that in FY 1996, more than 55,000 trips could be displaced
at the estimated budget levels. To provide all of the projected unfunded trips in FY 1996 for Priority
Level IA and IB trips only, the county would have to allocate approximately $385,000 in additional
funds.

CTC's Ability to Implement Strategies
The County appears to have the authority and responsibility to develop and implement the revised
rates. Further, the County has demonstrated the necessary technical capability to develop these rates,
with assistance from CUTR. The technical capability of the CTC's data management system and
the County's financial capacity were considered in the development of the rates. The County has had
limited success in communicating the need for the new rates (although the methodology is sound).
The County would benefit from a knowledgeable and supportive spokesperson.
The new rates will not be effective until incorporated into contracts with purchase of service (POS)
agencies. To its credit, the County has been actively negotiating POS agreements to secure contracts
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at the new rates and has helped programs to develop new transportation budgets, further
demonstrating its ability to implement the proposed rates.
A related issue is the County's ability to secure the lowest cost transportation available. In addition
to its own transportation program (Share-A-Van) the County contracts with MMG and Argenbright
to provide paratransit service. At this point the CTC can enter into contracts only with private
carriers that are permitted and licensed by the Hillsborough County Public Transportation
Commission (PTC). This limitation has been problematic for the County as it has precluded the use
of back-up transportation providers because the two companies under contract to the CTC represent
almost all of the PTC licensed and permitted taxi companies in the County. It would be prudent for
the County and the MPO to pursue an exemption from the PTC requirements, particularly for nonprofit organizations, to allow the CTC more flexibility and the potential to reduce service costs.

Discussion
The implementation of the revised rates is not only appropriate but necessary. The rate revision is
consistent with CTC goals and objectives and will assist the CTC in managing funding effectively.
The higher rates will affect the number of trips agencies can purchase and actually will help to
control the total costs of the program, meet the demand for service, and generate revenue. The
County also has the necessary tools to implement the proposed rates. The actual cost of providing
trips should be compared with the actual categories of trip rates at least quarterly. The rates should
be reviewed and revised, as needed, at least annually.

Trip Priorities
Trips provided by the CTC fall into two general categories: "sponsored" and "non-sponsored."
Sponsored trips are purchased by an agency for passengers that meet certain criteria defined by that
agency (e.g., the Area Agency on Aging uses Title III funds from the Older Americans Act to
purchase trips from the CTC for its clients). Non-sponsored trips, which are provided for passengers
who are not paid for by an agency program, are paid for by the County's general (local tax) revenues,
CSBG funds, and the TD Trust Fund.
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To its credit, the CTC has a longstanding practice of verifying eligibility to ensure that persons
receiving non-sponsored service are qualified for the TD program. Eligibility checks are made
concerning the prospective client's income, age, nature of the disability, and access to other means
of transportation. By eliminating those persons who do not qualify for the TD non-sponsored service
before the client has registered for the program, the County has made a very important step toward
managing demand and controlling costs for TD transportation services.
Implementing a trip priorities program is a prudent course of action for the CTC, given current
financial resources. This conclusion is based on our evaluation of the impact of implementing a trip
priority program.

Consistency with Goals and Objectives
Establishing trip priorities is an acceptable demand management tool related to the TD
Commission's goal to "ensure availability of service to the transportation disadvantaged." In this
case, the trip priorities are used to ensure that trips will be available to those who are deemed most
needy. As long as the CTC continues to explore options for increasing the amount of service
available, there is no conflict with the TD program's goals and objectives.
Although not explicitly included in any of the three sets of goals and objectives reviewed for this
evaluation, establishing trip priorities was included as an action item under the long-range objectives
developed by the CTC. Objective 4 states: "respond to the rate at which program costs are
increasing which has resulted from a significant increase in non-Medicaid trips without a
corresponding increase in non-Medicaid funding." An action item under that objective is to:
"explore means to cap the number of non-Medicaid trips based on daily trip limits or through stricter
prioritization of trips." The proposed trip priorities procedure will meet the stated objective.
With respect to the TDCB goals and objectives, there is a conflict with objective 1C, which is to
"Provide service seven days a week 1) to employment; 2) to adjoining county locations for unique
needs; and 3) to social, cultural, and recreational areas." Some modification of the five-year plan
goals and objectives may be needed to clarify this objective, yet also allow for the development of
trip priorities because the demand for trips exceeds, and will probably always be likely to exceed,
the available resources.
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CTC's Effectiveness
Instituting a trip priorities procedure will result in better cost controls for the system because the staff
will be able to limit the number of trips provided and, therefore, cap the cost of providing trips on
a daily basis. Further, although establishing trip priorities does not result in meeting any additional
demand for service, establishing trip priorities does result in helping to ensure that trips will be
provided for those who most need them (e.g., dialysis patients). Although trip priorities do not
inherently result in meeting the demand for service, they do help to ensure that those who need lifesustaining transportation receive it. This strategy is not directly related to the evaluation criterion
of generating additional revenues for service.

Impact on Delivery of Other Social Services
Along with revising rates and instituting a co-payment, implementing a trip priority program will
have an effect on who will or will not receive service. Looking back at the discussion in this section
and the section on revising rates, reducing the number of non-sponsored trips provided will result
in the loss of transportation for persons who use the service for shopping, some medical trips, and
other trips.
One factor compounding the issue of trip priorities is that one of the program sponsors also has
recently made a significant change in its own trip priorities, further reducing their clients' access to
trips. Beginning in April 1995, HARTiine restricted its ADA complementary paratransit trips to
employment, training, and education. During the summer, HARTiine further restricted ADA-eligible
trips to employment trips only because more trips had been provided than originally projected.
Although HARTiine has increased its budget, the increase in the cost per trip described in the
previous section will reduce the number of trips HARTiine can afford to purchase. Thus, because
training and education trips are at the bottom of the priority list for the CTC, these ADA clients will
no longer have access to paratransit through the CTC and, further, are not able to use the bus system
because of the nature of their disabilities. By 1997, the ADA will require HARTiine to provide for
unlimited ADA complementary paratransit trips, regardless of trip purpose. In the case of paying
for ADA paratransit, the responsibility for providing trips is HARTiine's, as mandated by the federal
legislation, not the County's.
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The issue of what obligation the County or other social services programs have to sponsor or
subsidize trips is a policy question. The TD Commission has set a goal for CTCs to "ensure
necessary funding to support the TD program" implying that the CTC has an obligation to seek the
necessary funding to support the current level of ridership. In the past we have seen that the County
accepted responsibility for providing all trips requested, regardless of the total service cost. Now
that practice is no longer financially feasible for the County.
On the other hand, the CTC staff has not aggressively pursued new funding sources, except for the
County's indigent health care transportation dollars. The CTC would be well-served to look more
aggressively at the possibility of securing funds from new sources such as Tampa General Hospital
and other health care providers whose clients may already be using the service at the expense of
limited existing funds.
Although not directly related to the question of what transportation alternatives exist if the County
were to cease operating as the CTC, it is apparent from this study that the County has exercised a
great deal of flexibility and has made an effort to subsidize the cost of service rather than to turn
away passengers. This willingness to fund the program would be lost if another entity with less
access to resources were to become the CTC.

CTC's Ability to Implement Strategies
The CTC appears to have the legal authority to implement trip priorities. There is one caveat,
however. Because ofrequirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), the CTC
must ensure that the same level of access (or denied access) is given to persons who are disabled as
those who are not. For example, the CTC must provide equivalent service for a person requiring use
of a wheelchair van as for an ambulatory person who does not need a lift to board the vehicle.
Therefore, when booking trips under a trip priority program, it will be important to track the rate of
turn downs for persons who are disabled versus those who are not. The priorities themselves do not
discriminate against people with disabilities.
The CTC appears to have the technical capability of implementing a trip priority program. Trip
priorities could (and should) be implemented now, as long as appropriate notice is given to
passengers who will be affected by the service change. Call-intake staff needs to be briefed on how
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to screen trips and the proper codes to use for designating trip purposes (see discussion that follows
this evaluation section).
With respect to the financial capability of implementing this strategy, any cost increase resulting
from administration of this strategy should be negligible. In fact, this strategy, in combination with
the revised rate structure, actually makes the TD system financially feasible; that is, by implementing
a trip priority program, the system will control its costs and better manage its resources.

Discussion
Of primary concern is whether implementing a system of trip priorities will work; that is, will
implementation of trip priorities help to provide service to those who really need the service? Or,
will trip priorities further restrict transportation creating a negative impact on those persons who
need the service for trips that are no longer provided (e.g., shopping trips)?
The next step is to enforce the trip priorities that have been approved by the BOCC. Enforcing these
restrictions will require the cooperation of staff and local elected officials who may receive calls
from displaced passengers who do not agree with or understand the trip priorities. Notices should
be sent to local elected officials and agencies who may receive calls from constituents who are
confused or upset by the service changes.
Before the trip priorities are implemented, the CTC should provide at least two-weeks (preferably
longer) written notice to all non-sponsored passengers so that they have time to make arrangements
for other transportation for lower priority trips that will not be provided by the TD program. A
recording should be placed on the telephone answering system, and the customer service staff should
be coached about how to field questions and complaints about the new policy.
Notice of the County's intent to institute trip priorities was provided in a passenger flyer distributed
in late April/early May 1995 (see Appendix C). The flyer contained a great deal of information
about pending and proposed service changes. In future distributions the County should limit the
number of topics covered in a passenger bulletin and make the inform~tion available in a more
readable format (i.e., larger print and more user-friendly in appearance). Perhaps the County's
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public information department could be used to assist in the development of informational materials
about this and the other proposed changes.
For record keeping purposes, the staff should review its trip purpose computer codes to be sure that
they accurately reflect the trip priorities being served. A limited number of logical abbreviations
should be used to identify trip purposes (e.g., DIA for dialysis, RAD for radiation, DOC for doctor's
appointment, etc.). Currently, the call-intake staff uses a combination of one-, two-, and three-letter
codes, which do not directly correspond to the new trip priorities. A three-letter code should be
considered for all trip purposes to simplify coding procedures.
Also, the call-intake staff should attempt to record basic information about the types of trips turned
down because of the trip priority program. At a minimum, the trip purpose and the name of the
person requesting transportation should be recorded on the computer or in daily handwritten log
sheets. Other trip information also would be valuable (such as time of day and destination), although
it may not be reasonable to keep callers on the line for any period of time if they are not going to be
able to get a ride. This information could be useful in determining unmet needs for future service
expans10n.
Finally, the impact of implementing the trip priority program should be reviewed after about three
months to ensure that trips are being provided as planned, and to assess whether other service
changes have increased (or decreased) the County's ability to provide the volume of trips anticipated.
Adjustments may need to be made to expand or tighten the trip priorities as the staff and passengers
become more familiar with the new program.

Passenger Co-payment
Many other CTCs charge a fare to passengers traveling under programs that allow the passenger to
be charged a fare (especially "non-sponsored" and county-sponsored trips). In fact, based on the

Statewide Operations Report Fiscal Year 1993/94, Hillsborough County is among only 10 (out of
50) CTCs that do not show any farebox revenue.
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complementary paratransit service charge a TD fare; the TD fares range from 35 cents to $2.00, or
match the ADA fare.
The practice of collecting a co-payment has several positive effects. The additional revenue from
passenger fares would allow more trips to be provided than would be possible with funding from
grants alone. The fare also may reduce the total demand for transportation, although this reduction
in demand would not be realized if there was previously unmet demand, which appears to be the
case. It also appears that passengers tend to place a greater value on a trip when they pay a fare,
which could help to reduce the number of no-shows (which are discussed in the section on Passenger
No-shows later in this report).

Consistency with Goals and Objectives
Establishing a passenger co-payment would be consistent with the CTC's long-range objectives.
None of the goals and objectives in the Hillsborough County TD Five Year Plan specifically address
fares, however, a passenger co-payment could potentially help to provide additional revenue for the
system (see Objective IA). Any revenue generated, however, is more likely to provide trips for
passengers displaced by the budget restrictions and trip prioritization discussed above.
A passenger co-payment also would encourage some passengers to use HARTline's fixed-route bus
service, which would be less expensive from the user's perspective (55 cents for a discounted fare
without a transfer). Such a shift would be consistent with five year plan objectives to use HARTline
service where possible to provide trips. Encouraging the use of fixed-route services also would be
consistent with the TD Commission's goal for CTCs to ensure that service is delivered in the most
cost-effective and efficient manner. The TD Commission also expects CTCs to ensure necessary
funding to support the TD program, in part by increasing farebox revenue.
A passenger co-payment is expressly relevant to one objective and task in the CTC's annual service
plan, that indicates the CTC would "Explore the possibility of initiating a fare for non-sponsored
trips." This intent of this task was to meet the objective of responding to the rate at which program
costs are increasing. This task was to include "revisiting the issue of installing fareboxes in the
vehicles for collection of client fares or exploring other means of collecting fares."
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To date, the CTC has not fully explored the options for implementing a fare collection system. For
example, cash handling could be as simple as providing a locked cash box or installing fareboxes.
According to HARTiine, the transit system previously offered to install fareboxes in the paratransit
vehicles. Fareboxes vary widely in complexity and cost, but it is likely that the simplest types might
meet the needs of the CTC.
The County's cash-handling requirements are cumbersome and require receipts to be issued that
detail the cash transaction. There may be ways to simplify the procedure, while still providing the
information deemed necessary by the County. Instead of having to record the passenger's name and
details of the trip, perhaps the driver could note the unique trip number listed on the manifest,
making it possible to trace all of the client information directly in the computer system.
Another option would be to go to a cashless system on board the vehicles. For example, coupons
or vouchers could be sold at a central location so that the drivers would not be required to handle
cash. Electronic fare collection using Smart Cards, which work like bank debit cards, would be
another option.
At this point, regardless of the approach taken, County staff should identify the costs associated with
implementing a passenger co-payment so that it can be determined with some level of certainty
whether implementing a $1.00 co-payment would be cost-effective.

CTC's Effectiveness
Instituting a passenger co-payment has been recommended as a response to increasing program
costs. Although the passenger's fare will not actual limit the marginal cost per trip, it should
generate additional revenue for operations and help the CTC to meet the demand for service. It is
important, however, that the CTC remain effective at controlling costs. The fare only would be
collected from the trips that the County and non-sponsored TD trip grant would fund; given the
expected limitations of funding and trip priorities, the resulting co-payment revenue is expected to
be $81,882, less the cost of collecting the fare. Clarification is needed to determine whether CSBG
and the indigent health care program clients can be charged a co-payment.
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County staff has indicated that the cost of collecting fares may exceed the revenue to be generated.
This assumption has not been clearly demonstrated, nor would this be true in all scenarios. The
County's existing cash-handling procedures would be particularly difficult to follow, as they are
cumbersome for a public transportation operation. The current rules, which require detailed receipts
to be issued for all transactions, should be modified to accommodate the relatively high volume of
small fees collected on a daily basis on vehicles, rather than in an office. Because the computer
tracks detailed information related to each trip, it is possible that issuing receipts that simply list the
unique trip number and fare paid might meet the objectives of the County's cash handling
procedures. In general, a variety of means may be considered for collecting co-payments.
A $1.00 co-payment may have limited effectiveness at generating additional revenue but may be
implemented for other reasons. The co-payment tends to add value to the trip from the consumer's
perspective and may thereby help to reduce no-shows and other abuses. The co-payment also may
encourage users to prioritize their travel needs, which would not be necessary under a free system.
Furthermore, the passenger fare for non-sponsored/county trips does not need to be limited to $1.00.
The TDCB (and CUTR) had recommended establishing a $3.00 passenger co-payment. (At that
time HARTline's ADA complementary paratransit fare ranged from $2.00 to $4.40, which is
approximately twice the fare for a comparable trip using the fixed-route bus service.)
HARTline's ADA complementary paratransit trips are provided by the CTC; however, those
passengers are billed for the passenger fare so no cash is given to the driver. A similar system would
be possible for other TD trips. In terms of generating additional revenue, and establishing a costeffective fare collection process, collecting a higher fare would be more feasible. The higher (and
new) out-of-pocket expense would, however, have a more serious effect on the current users.

Impact on Delivery of Other Social Services
The County may establish a passenger co-pay for non-sponsored and County-funded trips. These
programs currently include a low-income eligibility criterion. The new trip priority system, which
essentially limits trips to medically related purposes, will be applied to County and non-sponsored
trips. Thus, those affected by the co-payment will be low-income residents who are without other
transportation taking medical-related trips. The County does not have an expressed obligation to pay
Center for Urban Transportation Research
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for the entire cost of any of these trips. The County may as a matter of policy, however, make a
commitment to support or ensure the transportation of these users or any other subset of the TD
population. According to County staff, a passenger co-payment for non-sponsored trips would gross
approximately $168,500 in FY 1996.
Medicaid recently has established a $1.00 co-payment for its clients; however, according to
Medicaid the trip cannot be denied if a passenger cannot pay. Whether or not a co-payment is
collected, Medicaid has begun deducting the $1.00 per trip from the amount it reimburses providers.
Thus, Medicaid passengers will not be affected significantly, although out-of-pocket expense will
increase for most. The CTC, however, is faced with collecting and/or tracking the payment. How
uncollected fares are resolved must be determined by negotiation with AHCA.

CTC's Ability to Implement Strategies
Because of the County's cash collection procedures, the collection of a passenger co-payment might
actually be easier if the County was not a service provider (although this should not be a significant
factor in determining the County's role as CTC). The difficulties that have been discussed regarding
the on-board collection of a co-payment apply only to the County's Share-A-Van program. The
private carriers are prepared to collect fares, if needed, and provisions for collecting a fare or copayment are already included in their contracts with the County.
The County appears to have the legal authority to implement a passenger co-payment, but will need
to seek modifications to its existing cash-handling procedures to accommodate a transportation
operation. Many procedural changes will be necessary to introduce the fare collection process.
Technically, the CTC staff and computer software should have the capability to track the copayment. An implementation plan with clear responsibilities and a time line will be needed,
however. In terms of financial capacity, the County needs only to make the initial investment in any
equipment necessary for fare collection, which must be recouped by the fares to be collected. The
actual cost of collecting fares depends entirely on the fare collection process selected.
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Discussion
Most, but not all, CTCs do collect some farebox (passenger fare) revenue and it is possible for
Hillsborough County to implement a passenger co-payment as well. Of the four proposed actions
evaluated, the passenger co-payment will be the most difficult to implement. The County's cash
collection procedures require modification, new procedures and duties must be outlined for CTC and
Share-A-Van staff, public information must be distributed, some software adjustments must be
made, and carrier contracts must be modified. The possibility of collecting a fare has been discussed
for some time, and the CTC should immediately develop a strategy for collecting the fare, especially
if the preferred approach will require significant lead time. The use of magnetic stripe cards (e.g.,
Smart Card technology), may be preferable to a cash system, but cannot be implemented
immediately.

Passenger No-shows
Passenger no-shows occur when a driver arrives on-time to pickup a passenger and the passenger
cannot be found or refuses to take the trip and has not called the CTC to cancel the reservation. A
passenger should not be considered a no-show if the driver arrives outside of the stated pick-up
window, whether too early or too late, to pickup the passenger. Passenger no-shows are especially
problematic when the transportation system is not reliable and it becomes difficult to tell whether
the passenger was a no-show or the driver did not arrive on time.
Hillsborough County has an exceptionally long drop-off window (70 minutes). Drivers also are
required to drop-off passengers anytime between 60 minutes before and 10 minutes after a
passenger's appointment time. Although the performance standard is that 95 percent of trips will
be provided on time, the CTC has averaged only a 60 to 65 percent on-time performance rate. The
lengthy drop-off window and the poor on-time performance record may contribute to passenger noshows by reducing confidence in the system. Potential passengers who are offered a ride by a
neighbor or friend may accept the alternate transportation to be sure they get to their destination and
may not contact the CTC to cancel the trip, thereby becoming a no-show.
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Although there are no set standards, something close to 10 percent for passenger no-shows is
considered "good" in the paratransit industry. At this time, the CTC's passenger no-show rate is
between 12 percent and 20 percent. The reason for the range is because the computer counts noshows after carriers have coded the outcome of a trip for billing purposes (reflected in the lower
percentage), while the driver manifests include all trips that were recorded as no-shows, even if they
were reassigned to another driver for a second (or third) attempt at picking up the passenger
(reflected in the higher percentage).
According to the call-intake supervisor, the only time a carrier is supposed to go back to pick-up
someone who is a no-show is when the passenger is a Medicaid client. Otherwise, drivers are not
supposed to return to pick-up passengers who are no-shows. With the information that is readily
available it is impossible to tell whether this approach is being followed.
The logistics of tracking these no-shows may be a problem because of delays in trip reconciliation.
Thus, only the major offenders (those persons with a great many no-shows) may be able to be
pursued at the start. This task of tracking no-shows will be aided by the computer; however, care
has to be taken to be sure passenger no-shows are correctly documented and to ensure that the driver
did arrive during the stated pick-up window. One complicating factor in reconciling the no-show
issue is that driver manifests are maintained by the carriers and are not stored at the County. Further,
the County staff has not had time to review manifests for errors, which should be standard practice
to ensure that trips are being billed correctly.
Given carriers are paid on a per hour basis with no productivity requirement, they are, in effect,
being paid for no-shows. In the past carriers were paid on a per trip basis, and were not paid for
passenger no-shows (or carrier no-shows).
For the reasons cited above, enforcing a passenger no-show policy will help improve system
productivity and make trips available for passengers who might otherwise be denied service because
of capacity constraints.
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Consistency with Goals and Objectives
Implementation of a no-show policy is explicitly addressed as an action item under the CTC' s longrange objective to "Respond to the rate at which program costs are increasing which has resulted
from a significant increase in non-Medicaid trips without a corresponding increase in non-Medicaid
funding." Attaching the no-show policy implementation action item to this objective underscores
the CTC's recognition that wasting resources on passenger no-shows increases program costs.
Establishing a no-show policy is not explicitly addressed by he other goals and objectives reviewed;
however, the practice is consistent with the TDCB's goal of"Maximizing use of existing resources."
Also, establishing trip priorities is consistent with TD Commission guidelines, although not
explicitly stated in the State's five-year plan goals and objectives.

CTC's Effectiveness
The CTC appears to have the capability and necessary computer tools to implement the no-show
policy. However, considerable staff time may be needed to sort out the actual no-shows from canier
problems to ensure that passengers are not improperly classified as no-shows if the service was not
provided on-time.
Once the CTC has implemented the no-show policy, it should begin to see clear results in terms of
controlling costs and minimizing the amount of unproductive time related to passenger no-shows.
(It should be kept in mind, however, given human nature, approximately 10 percent of all trips may

result in no-shows even under the best of circumstances.)
Implementation of the no-show policy also will enhance the CTC's effectiveness at meeting the
demand for service as resources will not be wasted. Further, by monitoring related performance
measures (e.g., on-time performance, ride time, etc.). the CTC will be in a better position to be sure
that drivers are providing service in a timely manner, which will improve system reliability and
contribute to fewer passenger no-shows as passengers gain confidence in the system's ability to
provide service.
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Although this strategy should result in cost-savings, its ability to generate additional revenue is not
as clear. Perhaps by becoming more efficient the system will become more appealing to agencies
wishing to purchase service for their clients, and in that way indirectly contribute toward generating
additional revenue.

Impact on Delivery of Other Social Services
This policy, when considered with respect to the evaluation criteria, would not impact the delivery
of other social services. The only social service agency that is immune to the no-show policy is
Medicaid, which requires the carrier to go back to pickup a client who was initially deemed to be
a no-show. County staff is continuing to work with Medicaid to address these service issues.

CTC's Ability to Implement Strategies
The CTC appears to have the legal, technical, and financial capability to implement this strategy.
The only "legal" restriction is the Medicaid contract requirement to go back for a passenger no-show.
From a technical perspective, the CTC has all of the information it needs to identify no-shows,
although the CTC would benefit from having direct access to the driver manifests for billing and noshow verification purposes. Finally, the cost in terms of staff time to implement this program will
be amply rewarded by the reduction in lost time because of passenger no-shows.

Discussion
Providing reliable service and meeting established (and communicated) performance measures will
go a long way toward improving service and helping to reduce passenger no-shows. This strategy
will translate into improved productivity and improved service efficiency. County staff began
collecting the detailed data to follow-up on no-shows and should be encouraged to pursue this effort
vigorously, keeping in mind the need to distinguish between true passenger no-shows and no-shows
related to poor service.
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CONCLUSIONS
A number of issues and concerns have surfaced as a result of this evaluation. Some of these
conclusions are not directly related to the four strategies; however, they are underlying issues that
affect the overall performance of the CTC. The MPO and TDCB should carefully consider the
impact of these conclusions and recommendations they continue to work at improving the TD
program in Hillsborough County. The recommendations have been grouped into two categories:
those that are directly related to the four strategies reviewed and those that arose during the course
of the evaluation.

Recommendations Based on Analysis of Strategies
1.

Each strategy appears to have the potential to accomplish its intended purpose;
however, their effectiveness has not been proven because they have not been fully
implemented.
■

Given the delay in implementation, however, it is too soon to evaluate how well the
CTC will fare in its execution of the strategies.

■

The trip priorities strategy is both a way to prioritize trips by trip purpose, as well as
a rationing process to ensure that, on average, 450 Priority IA and 50 Priority IB trips
are provided daily.

■

Based on projections made from the analysis of trip priorities and proposed rates, it
appears the BOCC has adopted a staff recommendation that will result in the CTC
providing 100 more trips per day than the budget can afford.

■

The CTC should identify the procedures needed and the cost of implementing a
passenger co-pay to determine whether it is cost-effective to implement a passenger
co-pay of $1.00.

■

The passenger no-show policy should be implemented, with reasonable notice, so
that the CTC can increase productivity of the system, thereby producing more trips
and perhaps lowering the cost per trip.

■

For all of these proposals, the CTC should proactively provide public information
well in advance of implementing service changes.
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2.

The County has delayed implementation of these strategies.

•

3.

Implementation of these proposals has been delayed in part while deciding how to
implement the strategies, as well as while dealing with other issues such as Medicaid.
Given the directives from the BOCC, the CTC should move more aggressively to
implement these strategies while it works through other issues.

The County does not have to lose money as the CTC.
■

4.

Hillsborough County CTC Special Evaluation

During the past two years, the County has subsidized the cost of every trip provided
through the CTC. Now that the CTC has identified the fully allocated cost of
providing service, it is reasonable to implement the rate change so that funds from
sponsoring agencies (and the County-controlled funds) may be used to provide as
many trips as possible, without the County having to incur a deficit.

If the County was not the CTC, it is likely the program would shrink as the access to
funding would become more difficult.

•

Over the past few years, the County has been able to look elsewhere within its own
budget to identify additional funding resources, such as the indigent health care
transportation dollars.· If the CTC were housed under another entity, that direct
access and flexibility would likely be constrained.

Other Recommendations
5.

There will be trade-offs among goals and objectives and perhaps among action items
as well.
■

6.

The CTC lacks strong management direction and, as a result, has moved slowly to
implement policy and procedural changes.
■
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The BOCC also needs to recognize certain trade-offs. The TD program cannot be all
things to all people. Choices have been made concerning trip priorities, level of
funding and subsidies, and so on, which may result in telephone calls and complaints
from potential users. If the program is to be effective, proposed changes must be
carefully implemented by staff and their decisions need to be backed by the BOCC.

To retain the CTC designation, and as directed by the County Administrator, the
County should proceed with hiring a professional paratransit manager who could
give strong direction to the program. Such an individual could guide staff through
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the implementation of new and innovative strategies for improving service provided
by the CTC.

7.

The County should work to increase its available transportation resources, particularly
if they can result in cost savings.
■

8.

The MPO and County should attempt to secure an exemption from the County Public
Transportation Commission (PTC) regulations for carriers providing trips under the
CTC program. Currently, all private carriers operating taxi and paratransit service
(and other similar services) in Hillsborough County must be licensed and permitted
by the PTC. This requirement impedes the CTC's ability to coordinate and broker
trips to the least-cost and most appropriate transportation providers. Because many
of the safety requirements in the CTC contract are the same as the PTC's
requirements, it is a duplication of effort that adds to the cost of providing service
under the TD program. If the County was allowed to contract with other private forprofit and not-for-profit carriers that were not under the control of the PTC, the
County would have more flexibility and could possibly reduce program costs.

The CTC should actively monitor its private carriers' trip reconciliation practices to
ensure that trip outcomes have been properly recorded for billing purposes.
■

At this time, the private carriers are responsible for entering data from drivers'
manifests directly into the computer. The County staff does not cross check
manifests with the computer files to ensure that proper documentation for each trip
has been provided and that carriers have accurately recorded trip information in the
computer. Further, the County should consider requiring passengers to sign or initial
the driver's manifest to show the passenger has taken the trip. Further, carriers could
potentially change a canceled trip back to a billable trip. Only the CTC should have
the ability to change a trip status code on the computer once it has been canceled or
deemed a no-show. These practices are recommended to improve accountability and
to minimize the County's exposure to potentially fraudulent billing.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
CUTR evaluated the four strategies with respect to the following criteria:
1.

Consistency with the stated goals and objectives of the MPO, TDCB, and TD Commission.

2.

The CTC's effectiveness in the areas of controlling costs, meeting the demand for service,
and generating additional revenues for operations.

3.

The impact of these strategies on the delivery of other social services in the County,
particularly:
■
■
■

4.

what population subgroups will or will not receive service;
what obligation the County (and other social services) has to sponsor or subsidize
trips; and
what transportation alternatives exist if the County elected to discontinue its
involvement as the CTC.

Whether the County, as the CTC, has the legal authority, technical capability, and the
financial capacity to implement these strategies.

Consistency with Goals and Objectives
Three sets of goals and objectives were reviewed for this evaluation: (1) the TDCB's five-year plan
goals and objectives, (2) the TD Commission's five-year plan goals and objectives, and (3) the
CTC's annual service plan long-range objectives. Each set of goals and objectives is included in
Appendix B for reference.
Goals, objectives, and actions are highly interrelated and must be examined collectively when
evaluating how proposed actions may relate to stated goals and objectives. Generally, the four
strategies do not directly conflict with any of the stated goals and objectives. In some instances the
strategies were not explicitly related to the goals and objectives. In a few cases there may be some
potential for conflict.
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There are trade-offs between some goals and proposed actions. For example, one goal is to increase
the amount of service available. At the same time there is a strategy to implement trip priorities to
ensure that those trips deemed most important are provided. Although the goal may seem to conflict
with the proposed action, it does not mean that the goal is wrong or the action is wrong. The goal
of increasing service has to balanced against the need to manage available resources and to operate
within the available budget. The goal may still be to increase service in the future, while providing
services that is within the program budget.

TDCB Goals and Objectives
The TDCB five-year plan goals and objectives were adopted by the TDCB in 1992 and cover four
broad areas (see Appendix B). They include:
1.

Meet additional needs of transportation disadvantaged persons;

2.

Develop and implement quality standards;

3.

Expand coordinated services programs; and

4.

Maximize use of existing resources.

None of the strategies being evaluated is explicitly addressed by these goals and objectives; however,
the strategies are generally consistent with the spirit of the TDCB goals and objectives.

TD Commission Goals and Objectives
There are five primary goals included in the Florida Commission for the Transportation

Disadvantaged Five Year Plan, adopted in 1992 (see Appendix B). They include:
1.

Ensure availability of service to the transportation disadvantaged.

2.

Ensure that service is delivered in the most effective and efficient manner.

3

Ensure that quality service is attained.

4.

Ensure necessary funding to support the TD program.

5.

Ensure program accountability.
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The TD Commission's goals are similar to the TDCB goals listed in the prior section. Again, the
four strategies are generally consistent with the spirit of these goals, although not all of the strategies
are directly addressed in the Commission's goals.

CTC Long-range Objectives
In its 1995 annual service plan, the CTC adopted 12 long-range objectives (see Appendix B). They
include:
1.

Improve the productivity of paratransit service by continuing to group trips and maximize
the use of existing resources.

2.

Improve and expand promotional information provided to the public and provide greater
access to service.

3.

Improve management effectiveness at the CTC.

4.

Respond to the rate at which program costs are increasing which has resulted from a
significant increase in non-Medicaid trips without a corresponding increase in non-Medicaid
funding.

5.

Ensure compliance with all contracts.

6.

Continue to improve the level of customer service provided to clients by all areas of
operations.

7.

Begin providing non-emergency stretcher transportation for Medicaid clients.

8.

Begin providing out of county transportation.

9.

Expand daily service for all clients to include weekend and evening service as this has been
identified as an area of need, particularly for employment, education and support group trips.

10.

Address the unmet need which has been identified for additional transportation in rural areas
of Hillsborough County.

11.

Bring remaining agencies into the coordinated system.

12.

Secure sufficient space for transportation program staff as the number of staff increases.
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These long-range objectives, which were adopted in March 1995, are closely related to the four
proposals under evaluation. In fact, three of the four proposal are explicitly stated in the long-range
objectives. Only revising the rate structure was not specifically stated, although that strategy is
consistent with the overall objectives.

CTC' s Effectiveness
The second set of criteria considers the CTC's effectiveness with respect to (1) controlling costs, (2)
meeting the demand for service, and (3) generating additional revenues. Each strategy will be
evaluated as to its effect on each of these three areas.

Controlling Costs
Each strategy was analyzed to determine the extent to which it contributes toward controlling costs.
With the exception of the passenger co-pay, it is clear that these proposals do increase the CTC's
ability to control costs; that is, by introducing trip priorities, revising rates to reflect true costs, and
controlling passenger no-shows, the CTC will gain additional control over service delivery costs.
The $1.00 passenger co-pay is not directly related to controlling costs; however, introduction of a
co-pay (fare) might indirectly help to control costs by reducing the demand for service because nonsponsored passengers would no longer receive free service and might seek transportation from
another source.

Meeting the Demand for Service
The strategies for implementing trip priorities and controlling no-shows are directly related to supply
and demand. By implementing trip priorities for non-sponsored passengers, the CTC will be
managing demand for service by eliminating categories of trips at the low end of the priority list.
By controlling (i.e., reducing) passenger no-shows, the system will become more efficient and be
able to offer additional trips to help meet the demand for service.
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In the case of revising the rate structure, the increased rates will reduce the number of trips supplied
if transportation budgets remain fixed, thereby meeting less of the demand.

Implementing a

passenger co-payment for some passengers would tend to reduce demand because of the out-ofpocket expense. If the co-payment can be collected cost-effectively, the additional revenue would
also help to provide additional resources, translating into added trips.
In the end, the interpretation of this criterion is somewhat dependent upon the policies adopted by
the BOCC and agencies that purchase service from the CTC. This criterion underscores the
interrelationship of the strategies and the goals of the program.

Generating Additional Revenues
Generating additional revenues is not the sole aim of any of these strategies, and none of them
directly conflicts with this evaluation criterion. The revised rate structure may result in the
generation of additional revenue in that the County now understands the true cost for each trip and
could charge the full cost to sponsors instead of subsidizing the trips as has been the practice in the
past. Also, by having a clear rate structure in place, the CTC may be able to generate additional
agency sponsors interested in contracting with the CTC to provide trips for their clients.
Although charging a co-pay may suggest that there will be additional revenue for service, the
increase in revenue may not be worth the cost of implementing the co-pay, particularly at the $1.00
per trip amount. The cost of handling the co-pay may be too high to justify the additional
administrative burden of managing the cash collection and accounting procedures. This issue will
be discussed more fully in the findings section.

Impact on Delivery of Other Social Services
A key concern of this evaluation is how each of these strategies will affect the delivery of other
social services in Hillsborough County. Three specific criteria were included in the analysis: (1)
which population subgroups would be affected, (2) what obligation the County and/or other social
service agencies have to sponsor/subsidize trips, and (3) what options exist if the County were to
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discontinue its involvement as the local CTC. Except for the first item, these questions are not
directly related to the four proposed actions under evaluation. Instead, they are more related to
policy matters and will be considered somewhat differently from the other criteria.

Population Subgroups Affected
Of particular concern is how the four strategies will affect certain population subgroups who depend
on the CTC for transportation. The most direct impact on who gets trips comes from three of the
strategies: revised rate structure, trip priorities, and passenger co-payment. The passenger no-show
strategy is an across-the-board improvement that will only affect those persons who abuse the system
by being no-shows (when the transportation was provided in a timely manner as requested). The
impact of each of the strategies will be discussed later in this document.

Obligation to Sponsor/Subsidize Trips
Another area of interest is the question of whether the County and/or other social service agencies
have an obligation to sponsor or subsidize trips. In the case of this criterion, the question really is
a matter ofBOCC policy, because in the strictest sense there is no obligation for the County or any
other agency to sponsor or subsidize trips. The only requirement is from the Florida Commission
for the Transportation Disadvantaged, which has an explicit goal to increase local funding, as well
as a requirement that TD Trust Fund monies may not be used to supplant other resources. The
County also provides the required match for the TD Trust Fund monies.

CTC Options
The designated official planning agency (in this case the MPO) is responsible for recommending to
the TD Commission what agency should serve as the local CTC. The selected agency then enters
into an agreement with the TD Commission so that the local CTC can receive funds from the TD
Trust Fund.
A CTC may be a government agency, a transit agency, a private not-for-profit agency or a private
for-profit agency. Currently, 21 percent of the CTCs In Florida are government entities, 11 percent
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are transit agencies, 60 are not-for-profit agencies, and 8 percent are for-profit agencies.
Hillsborough County has been the CTC since 1990. An advantage to having a public entity serve
as the CTC, and particularly the County in this case, is that public agencies often have greater and
more direct access to financial resources than private agencies.
If the MPO decides to look for another agency to serve as the CTC it has several options: the MPO
could negotiate with a public entity (e.g., HARTiine) or it could issue a request for strategies (RFP)
to identify interested organizations. (HARTiine has not expressed interest in becoming the CTC at
this point; however, it has not ruled out the possibility in the future.)

CTC's Ability to Implement Strategies
Three questions have been included in this set of criteria: does the County, as the CTC, have the
legal authority, technical capability, and financial capacity to implement these strategies? In some
ways, this set of questions is the most subjective assessment of the evaluation. To date, the County
has not implemented any of the strategies, although it received direction to do so from the BOCC
at its August 3, 1995, meeting.

The County finance director, who recently was assigned

responsibility for this program from the Department of Social Services, has slowed the
implementation process while he becomes familiar with the issues and works with County staff to
implement the proposed changes.

Legal Authority
The question of legal authority looks at whether there are any apparent legal issues that would be
problematic for the County in implementing the four strategies. Although we did not have an
attorney review these strategies, all of them appear to be "legal." Thus, the real question becomes
what legal issues affect their implementation? The issue also becomes more policy-oriented; that
is, more of a question of whether the County has an obligation to undertake the four strategies.
A related issue that surfaced during this analysis has to do with the role of the Public Transportation
Commission (PTC), which requires all private carriers to hold certificates and be licensed to operate
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in Hillsborough County. This practice has resulted in the elimination of the not-for-profit carriers
from the program, thereby reducing the options available to the County for the purchase of
transportation services.

Technical Capability
The issue of technical capability is somewhat subjective and can only partially be answered in the
scope of this work. The scope did not call for a full management performance audit, which would
give a more insightful and comprehensive answer to this question. Such an audit is expected to
begin in November 1995. Nonetheless, it is apparent that the CTC has suffered from a lack of public
transportation expertise at the management level, and this factor affects the evaluation of technical
capability.

Financial Capacity
Finally, CUTR evaluated whether the County has the financial capability to implement the strategies.
All four strategies are directly tied to improving the financial situation of the County. The potential
financial success of each strategy was evaluated, along with the cost of implementing the strategy.
Only one strategy - passenger co-payment - would require a potentially significant outlay of
financial resources (in terms of staff time) to implement. The other three have relatively low time
and resource investments, and could result in significant cost savings for the County.
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Hillsborough County TDCB
TD Five-Year Plan Goals and Objectives
1992/Revised 1994
1.

Maximize Use of Existing Resources
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
2.

Expand Coordinated Services Programs
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Provide connections between fixed route and demand response services
Utilize volunteer resources
Increase number of participating agencies
Foster intercounty transportation connections

Develop and Implement Quality Standards
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Reduce duplication of services
Obtain additional provider resources
Improve management and operating programs and procedures
1) improve efficiency and effectiveness of operations
2) streamline administrative procedures
Use HARTline service where possible to provide trips
Develop and implement operating and financial monitoring programs

Improve marketing and outreach
Improve employee training programs (i.e., passenger assistance techniques, CPR,
first aid, etc.)
Develop performance evaluation system meeting internal and external reporting
needs
Develop a systematic client feedback system

Meet Additional Needs of Transportation Disadvantaged Persons
a.
b.
c.

d.
Source:

Provide additional non-sponsored trips based on current and future unmet needs
Provide additional service to rural areas of the county
Provide service seven days a week
1) to employment
2) to adjoining county locations for unique needs
3) to social, cultural, and recreational uses
Comply with ADA requirements
Hillsborough County MPO. Hillsborough County Transportation Disadvantaged
Five Year Plan. 1992.
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TD Commission
Five-Year Plan
Local Coordinator Goals and Objectives*
1992
Goal (1)

Ensure availability of service to the transportation disadvantaged.
Objective (1) Provide services to meet the demand for non-sponsored trips.
Objective (2) Provide services to meet the demand for sponsored trips.
Objective (3) Improve passenger awareness of TD transportation services.

Goal (2)

Ensure that service is delivered in the most effective and efficient manner.
Objective (1) Accomplish cost-effective service delivery.
Objective (2) Ensure optimal utilization of service provided.
Objective (3) Ensure utilization of the most cost-effective transportation mode.

Goal (3)

Ensure that quality service is attained.
Objective (1) Encourage courteous customer relations and passenger comfort.
Objective (2) Provide service that minimizes customer travel and wait times.
Objective (3) Provide safe and reliable service.

Goal (4)

Ensure necessary funding to support the TD program.
Objective (1) Increase farebox revenue.
Objective (2) Increase local funds.

Goal (5)

Ensure program accountability.
Objective (1) Submit uniform, accurate, and timely data and contracts.
Objective (2) Collect, compile, report, and maintain data necessary for evaluation
of local coordinator system.

* Original document included performance measures for each objective.
Source:

CUTR. Florida Five-Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan 1992-1996:
Technical Memorandum No. 5 Goals and Objectives. Prepared for the Florida
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission and the Florida Department of
Transportation. June 1992.
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CTC
Annual Service Plan
Long Range Objectives*
1995
Objective (1)

Improve the productivity of paratransit service by continuing to group trips
and maximize the use of existing resources.

Objective (2)

Improve and expand promotional information provided to the public and
provide greater access to service.

Objective (3)

Improve management effectiveness at the CTC.

Objective (4)

Respond to the rate at which program costs are increasing which has resulted
from a significant increase in non-Medicaid trips without a corresponding
increase in non-Medicaid funding.

Objective (5)

Ensure compliance with all contracts.

Objective (6)

Continue to improve the level of customer service provided to clients by all
areas of operations.

Objective (7)

Begin providing non-emergency stretcher transportation for Medicaid clients.

Objective (8)

Begin providing Out of County transportation.

Objective (9)

Expand daily service for all clients to include weekend and evening service
as this has been identified as an area of need, particularly for employment,
education and support group trips.

Objective (10)

Address the unmet need which has been identified for additional
transportation in rural areas of Hillsborough County.

Objective (11)

Bring remaining agencies into the coordinated system.

Objective (12)

Secure sufficient space for transportation program staff as the number of staff
mcreases.

* Original documents includes action items for each objective.

Source:

Hillsborough County CTC. 1994/95 Annual Service Plan. March 8, 1995.
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Hillsborough County
Transportation Disadvantaged Program
Rate Percentage Increase
Percent

·•· .· •· • Incr¢ase
Share-A-Van
1. Ambulatory
2. Wheelchair
3. Group (7 or more)

$11.00
$16.90
$ 2.45

$14.10
$21.40
$ 4.60
(or $29.25/hour)

28.2%
27.6%
87.8%

MMG & Argenbright
1. Ambulatory
2. Wheelchair

$13.85
$20.10

$14.10
$21.40

2.8%
6.5%

$1.00

*$1.65

62.0%

$30.00
$15.00

**$37.00
**$19.50

23.3%
30.0%

$18.00
$ 9.00
$ 3.50

**$22.00
**$12.50
***$ 4.50

22.2%
38.9%
28.6%

HARTiine
1. Tickets
2. Flash Pass
Regular
65 and older/disabled/youth
3. 20 Punch Pass
Regular
65 and older/disabled/youth
4. One Day Unlimited Ride Pass

Notes:

*
**
***

Includes 50-cent administrative fee
Includes $2.00 administrative fee
Includes $1.00 administrative fee

Source: Hillsborough County CTC.
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PROPOSED REVISED TRIP PRIORITIES
for Trips Funded by Community Service Block Grant,
County Funds or Transportation Disadvantaged Grant
August 03, 1995
[450]

PRIORITY IA:
• Dialysis
• Radiation
• Chemotherapy
• Doctor's appointments
• PPEC (Pediatric Health Choice)
• Drug Treatment (Life sustaining)
• Hospital visits (Life sustaining only)
• Women Infants and Children (WlC)
• Mental Health
• Dentist (Emergency only)

PRIORITY IB:
[50]
• Physical Therapy (Medical Facility Only)
• Pharmacy
• Orthotics (To be fitted for Braces & Prosthetics)
• Medical equipment (Doctor's order only)
• Rehabilitation
• X-rays and Medical records pickup (Doctor's request only)
PRIORITY II:
• Medicaid/HRS/AFDC/Food Stamp eligibility certification (Appt. Only)
• Food Stamp Office (Limited to once per month)
• Section 8 Housing (Application for housing only)
• Human Services
PRIORITY III:
• Court House
• Children's supervised visits
• Utility Companies (FINAL cut-off NOTICE)
• Vocational Rehabilitation (First visit certification only)
• Bay Area Legal Services
• ADA Certification (First visit certification only)
• Highway patrol office (For IDs)
PRIORITY IV:
• MCC Food Bank
• Self Reliance
• Recreation
• Non-Medicaid hospital discharges

Education
Shopping trips
Work

1. We will not take extra riders for non-Medicaid trips.
2. Will limit number of trips per week for all clients except Medicaid and priority (I A) to no more than three (3)days a week, unless
it is a life-sustaining situation.
3. No same day service for non-Medicaid trips.
4. Clients will be encouraged to go to the nearest available facility whenever possible.
5. Undocumented aliens will not be transported.
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ATTENTION PASSENGERS

The Hillsborough County Transportation Disadvantaged Program is

continuing to make improvements in an attempt to provide the best
service possible to the residents of Hillsborough County. we are
sending out this flyer to keep you updated on our progress.

Effective May 1, 1995, the transportation department will be
providing extended hours of service during the evenings (until
10:00 p.m.) Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays for a limited number
of trips. This is to be a pilot program and will be offered on a
first come, first served basis only.
This service is being
provided as a result of comments made at a public hearing
indicating a demand for ·service. In the very near future we will
assess the demand for this service.
At that time we will make
whatever adjustments which may be required to the program including
the days of the week it is being offered. Anyone requesting this
service should call two days in advance to 272-7272 Monday -Friday
8:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Effective May 1, 1995 it is our intention to close the Plant City
Share A Van office to allow for all scheduling and dispatching to
be centralized. A limited amount of dispatching, reservations and
scheduling was conducted at this office. There will be no loss in
the level of service provided. This is an effort to streamline the
operations and respond to a recommendation from the Medicaid office
that clients call only one number to access service. Starting May
1, 1995 all calls should be made to 272-7272.
The department is developing a list of priorities regarding the
types of trips that can be provided, because there are insufficient
dollars to fund unlimited trips.
Medical related trips will
receive priority.
The Board of County Commissioners also
recommended at the meeting held on April 20, 1995 that the county
consider allowing for a fee to be collected from passengers to
minimize expenses.
This would have to apply to non-Medicaid
clients.
staff is studying and reviewing the Boards comments.

l'll,l Uf11..:c ffox 111\l ·Tampa, Fh,riJa 116\ll
:\11
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A meeting will be held each quarter consisting of consumers
utilizing transportation services. Representatives of the county
and various agencies will be invited. Also carriers will be asked
to send representatives to this meeting. In addition, passengers
who have corresponded with our department will also be invited to
participate. The first quarterly meeting will be held on May 18,
1995 at 2:00 p.m. at the West Tampa Neighborhood Service Center
located at 2103 N. Rome in Tampa Florida. Anyone wishing to attend
this meeting who requires transportation should call at least two
days in advance to 272-7272.
A major expense experienced by the department falls under the
category of "NO SHOWS". No shows are instances where clients make
a reservation for a trip, it is scheduled by county ,staff and a
vehicle is dispatched to a location and no one is there to accept
the service.
This is very costly, because the county pays the
expenses
associated
with
this
trip,
but
is
denied
any
reimbursement. In addition it is also wasteful since it is obvious
that someone else could have been transported at that time.
The
county is researching this problem to determine whether this
expense can be charged to the passenger or some other alternative
can be taken to reduce the waste associated with this practice. It
is important that clients be ready at the time they are scheduled
to be picked up, or that they call our office and cancel whe~ they
know they will not be making their trip as scheduled.
'
We are experiencing a tremendous strain on the transportation
system early in the morning and late in the afternoon.
If it is
possible for passengers to schedule office appointments between
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., it should result in an enhanced level of
service.
The program is currently offering Out of County transportation
services for Medicaid clients. Sable transportation won the award
for this service and is currently contracting with the county to
provide this needed service. Clients requiring this service should
call in advance to CTI at 272-7272 Monday - Friday ~:oo a.m. to
5:00 p.m. It is a new experience for us, so please bear with us as
we implement this new service.
At present the county does not provide stretcher service. Anyone
requiring this service should call the medicaid office at 975-4910.
In the very near future the county plans to provide this service.
We are requesting that all passengers consider the safety and well
being of fellow passengers by fastening their seat belts. Whenever
a passenger refuses to fasten his seat belt he is endangering
himself, the driver and other passengers on the vehicle.
As a reminder, all reservations for appointments should be made by
calling 272-7272 and all complaints are handled by calling 2725003.

